Introduction
============

Mirror neurons (or mirror mechanisms, MMs) are active both when a macaque monkey takes action and when the animal observes others perform similar actions (Rizzolatti and Craighero, [@B26]). Thus, MMs appear to function in action goal recognition and may underlie social behaviors such as cooperation (Kilner et al., [@B19]) and social communication (Glenberg, [@B14]; Rizzolatti and Craighero, [@B27]). In humans, the existence and function of MMs is controversial in part because brain imaging alone, the technique often used to test for MMs, cannot determine that the same neurons contribute to both action and perception, nor can these data reliably determine function (Dinstein et al., [@B10]; Hickok, [@B18]). Here we demonstrate a behavioral method using motor adaptation that produces convincing evidence for human MM existence and function. Blindfolded participants repeatedly transferred objects either toward or away from the body, thus inducing adaptation. Then, we measured the threshold to detect movement of a visual stimulus in depth as toward or away. Consistent with the claim that we tapped a MM, the threshold was affected by number of objects transferred, direction of transfer, and similarity of the visual stimulus to the effector used to transfer the objects. Related studies have shown that similar forms of motor adaptation affect speech perception and language understanding (Glenberg et al., [@B16]; Sato et al., [@B28]). Thus, the adaptation procedure can be used to study human MMs function in multiple systems.

Investigation of area F5 of the macaque premotor cortex produced the first identification of mirror neurons (Di Pellegrino et al., [@B12]). The signature finding, based on single-cell recording, is that the same motor neuron fires both during production of an action and during perception of the same action (about one-third of mirror neurons) or similar actions, that is, actions with the same goal (about two-thirds of mirror neurons). About 17% of mirror neurons have auditory, as well as visual and motor properties (Kohler et al., [@B21]).

Several experiments with macaques suggest a role for mirror neurons in action goal recognition. For example, a mirror neuron will be active when an action on an object is completed behind a barrier, but not when the animal knows that there is no object behind the barrier (Umiltà et al., [@B33]). Also, a mirror neuron will fire when pliers operated by the animal close on a target, and the same neuron is active when the pliers operate by a hand-closing or a hand-opening movement (Umiltà et al., [@B32]). Thus, it is the goal that counts, not the specific movements for achieving the goal.

Because of the relative scarcity of single cell recording in humans (but see Mukamel et al., [@B24]), much of the human mirror neuron literature uses functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In this case, the operation of MMs is inferred when activity in a particular cortical area (as reflected in the BOLD signal) is similar during action recognition and action production, and when the cortical area is a likely homolog of an area in macaque cortex in which mirror neurons have been identified. Using this or a similar logic, it appears that the human MMs respond more to actions that the perceiver can perform than to actions the perceiver is familiar with through vision alone (Calvo-Merino et al., [@B1]); MMs are more sensitive to social actions than similar non-social actions (Kilner et al., [@B19]); MMs respond to both visually perceived actions and the linguistic description of actions (Tettamanti et al., [@B29]); MMs play a role in speech perception (D\'Ausilio et al., [@B9]); activity in MMs is positively correlated with empathy (Gazzola et al., [@B13]) and negatively correlated with autistic behaviors (Dapretto et al., [@B8]).

Nonetheless, there are reasons to be skeptical. Namely, fMRI data cannot clearly demonstrate that the same neurons are contributing to both action production and action recognition, only that a particular area of cortex (which may summate activity in hundreds of thousands of neurons with different functions) is active for both (Dinstein et al., [@B10]). Note that the same criticism applies to many studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) given its limited spatial resolution. Although TMS will disrupt neural processing at a particular location, it is unclear if the disruption is due to disruption of multi-modal mirror neurons or to disruption of different unimodal neurons in the same location.

Dinstein et al. ([@B10]) suggest a solution for fMRI investigations of MMs: adaptation paradigms. Repeated presentation of a visual stimulus adapts the BOLD signal. Then, if that previous visual presentation modulates the BOLD signal produced during action production, this modulation provides strong evidence in support of a MM. Unfortunately, several experiments reviewed by Dinstein et al. ([@B10]) failed to find the cross-task adaptation. A more recent study does demonstrate cross-task adaptation in the BOLD signal (Chong et al., [@B5]). However, as discussed in Dinstein ([@B10]), the location of the adapted BOLD signal was unexpected on the basis of previous work putatively supporting a human MM. Also, Lingnau et al. ([@B23]) report asymmetric adaptation (a visual stimulus adapts the BOLD signal during production but the reverse is not found) which they interpret as more consistent with a cognitive-level priming mechanism than a neural-level MM. In contrast, Kilner et al. ([@B20]) do report symmetric cross modal adaptation (from observation to execution and the reverse) in human inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), which is a location that has been associated with mirror neurons in the macaque. It is likely that Kilner et al. ([@B20]) were successful because (a) they focused on IFG rather than whole brain imaging thus obtaining more observations in this critical area for mirror neurons, and (b) they used tasks with clear action goals rather than mimed movements. Monkey mirror neurons appear to be more sensitive to movements with clear goals than those without (e.g., Umiltà et al., [@B33]), and the same might be true in humans.

Thus, cross-modal adaptation has proved itself to be a potentially effective technique for investigating human MMs. However, the demonstration of cross-modal adaptation using fMRI remains correlational. That is, whether or not this adaptation has a causal effect on cognition or behavior is unknown. The technique that we describe next uses a behavioral version of cross-modal adaptation that allows for causal inferences.

The behavioral method takes advantage of the general property of cortical neurons that they adapt with use, along with the following three properties of mirror neurons: (a) they are multi-modal, sensorimotor neurons, (b) they are specific to particular actions and goals, and (c) they differentially couple to biological stimuli.

In the work reported here, blindfolded participants transferred cannellini beans, one at a time, from a source container with a wide mouth to a target container with a narrow mouth. With the source container near to the participant and the target container 25 cm away, repeated movements putatively adapt away-action control, and with the locations of the containers reversed, repeated movements adapt toward-action control. Half the participants moved beans in each direction, and orthogonally, participants moved 15, 45, 135, or 405 beans. Note that moving beans into a target container requires movements both toward the container and away from the container (to retrieve the next bean). Because we identify to the participant the goal ("move the beans one at a time into the target container"), and because mirror neurons are more sensitive to goals than literal movements, we are able to unambiguously classify the direction of movement in regard to location of the target container relative to the participant.

Immediately following bean movement, we measured the threshold to detect ambiguous movement in depth as toward or away (Lewis and McBeath, [@B22]). The participant viewed a screen tiled with repetitions of a stimulus appearing to recede in depth (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). After 1 s, the computer display presented a simulation of the stimuli moving in depth a particular percentage of the inter-tile distance, and the participant responded as to whether the tiles appeared to move toward or away. On subsequent presentations, the percentage was adjusted until the participant could not reliably determine the direction of movement. We will refer to the percentage of inter-tile shift for which the direction of movement cannot be reliably determined as the threshold. The question of interest is whether direction of bean movement differentially shifts the threshold. Namely, if the threshold increases after motor adaptation, then participants need more information to see a shift in the toward direction, and if the threshold decreases after motor adaptation, then participants need less information to see a shift in the toward direction. Lewis and McBeath ([@B22]) have demonstrated that the threshold is susceptible to various biases.

![**The Hand stimulus tiling (A)**; the Diamond stimulus tiling **(B)**; the Open Hand stimulus tiling **(C)**.](fnhum-04-00206-g001){#F1}

Materials and Methods
=====================

The 134 participants were right-handed students enrolled in Introductory Psychology classes at Arizona State University who participated to fulfill a course research requirement. All procedures were approved by the local institutional review board. Participants were randomly assigned to one of eight conditions formed by combining two levels of bean movement Direction (Toward and Away) with four levels of Number of beans (15, 45, 135, and 405).

Bean task practice consisted of placing the left hand on the target container (which was attached to the desk) and using the right hand to move two beans from the source container to the target container. Then, participants were blindfolded and moved the remaining beans.

After completing the bean task, participants moved in front of a computer monitor. The distance between the monitor and the participant was 36 cm, and that distance was maintained by a chinrest. Also, the angle of the monitor to the desk was maintained at 110° (these parameters can affect the perceived direction of motion).

The threshold task was modeled after Lewis and McBeath ([@B22]), but instead of the staircase procedure, we used the MOBS procedure (Tyrrell and Owens, [@B31]) which reduces measurement error. Each trial began with the presentation, for 1 s, of one of the tile displays in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Next, a new display was presented to simulate movement in depth. The movement was simulated by generating a new image based on (a) movement of the images a particular percentage of the inter-tile distance in the horizontal plane, and (b) the geometric projection of this image onto the plane of the computer screen, as if the screen were a window through which one observed the movement of the tiles in the horizontal plane. Because new (correctly scaled) tiles appeared at the tops and bottoms of the displays, the movement was ambiguous. That is, the same display might be produced by a small percentage shift in one direction or a larger percentage shift in the opposite direction. Nonetheless, a large percentage (e.g., 80%) reliably produces perceived movement toward the observer, and a small percentage (e. g., 20%) reliably produces perceived movement away from the observer. After each shifted display, the participant responded by pressing the up-arrow key on the computer keyboard to indicate that the shift was perceived as away, or the participant pressed the down-arrow key to indicate that the shift was perceived as toward the participant.

The threshold procedure began by presenting 80% and 10% shifts quasi-randomly assigned to the three stimuli so that each percentage was used at least once. After each response, the MOBS procedure was used to compute a percentage shift for the next trial. In brief, the percent inter-tile distance in the shift between the two displays for the next trial was the average of estimated upper (initially 80%) and lower (initially 10%) boundaries of the threshold, and the two boundaries were adjusted after every response. Separate boundaries were maintained for the Hand, Open Hand, and Diamond stimuli, although the boundaries were reset and thresholds determined simultaneously for the three stimuli. That is, a participant responded to one Hand stimulus shift, one Open Hand stimulus shift, and one Diamond shift (in an interleaved random order determined for each participant) with the boundaries adjusted after each response. These three shifts were followed by another three, and so on, until the thresholds were determined for all three stimuli. A threshold was determined as the average of the upper and lower boundaries when a) at least seven reversals in the direction of perceived movement occurred, and (b) the final inter-boundary distance was less than 5% of the starting boundary distances (10% and 80% shifts). Then, the boundaries were reset to the starting values and a second threshold determined for all three stimuli. The data entered into the statistical analyses consisted of the average of these two thresholds.

Results
=======

Adaptation produced by the bean task is only expected to last a few minutes (Classen et al., [@B6]). Similarly, Cattaneo et al. (submitted) used a short-term (1 min) motor adaptation procedure and found that the effects of adaptation on action recognition persisted for only 30 s. Consequently, we eliminated from the analyses data from participants who took longer than 7 min (about half the time spent in the bean task) to complete the threshold determination (24% of the participants).

The threshold data are displayed in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. As the number of Toward and Away bean movements increased, there was an increasingly large difference between the thresholds. This interaction effect was modulated by the biological verisimilitude of the visual stimulus to the hand that had literally moved the beans. That is, the interaction was largest for the Hand stimulus and the Open Hand stimulus, and not evident for the Diamond stimulus. As described next, this summary is supported by inferential statistics.

![**Changes in the threshold as a function of the Number of Beans Moved and Direction of Bean Movement**. Increasing the percentage shift presents information more consistent with a "toward" interpretation of the shift, whereas decreasing the percentage shift presents information more consistent with an "away" interpretation of the shift. Thus, finding a larger mean percent shift with an increase in the number of beans moved in the Toward direction indicates that information more consistent with toward movement is required to perceive the shift as motion toward. Standard error bars for the 405 beans condition are on the far right of the figure.](fnhum-04-00206-g002){#F2}

We used a multi-level modeling analysis, namely the SPSS "mixed" procedure (see Raudenbush and Bryk, [@B25]). Multi-level modeling is similar to least squares regression in that regression-like parameters are estimated (e.g., the slope of the Number of beans effect). However, the parameters and their standard errors (SE) are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation instead of least squares regression. Multi-level modeling works well with within-subject designs because the maximum likelihood estimation obviates some typically problematic assumptions of the ANOVA such as sphericity. Also, it is particularly well-suited to the current experiment given that we wish to determine if there is a linear effect of Number of beans.

The parameters in the model corresponded to Number of beans (treated as a continuous factor with 1 df), Direction of bean movement (1 df), Visual Stimulus (2 df), and their interactions. Number of beans and Direction of bean movement were grand mean centered. Visual stimulus was coded by two, single-df orthogonal contrasts, namely the biological stimuli (Hand and Open Hand) versus the Diamond stimulus (BvsD), and Hand versus Open Hand (HvsO). In addition, a parameter was used to model total time in the threshold determination task, thus treating it as a covariate.

In the primary analysis, there were main effects of BvsD, *t*(209.74) = −4.13, SE = 0.23, and HvsO, *t*(209.74) = 15.24, SE = 0.39, both *ps* \< 0.01. More importantly, there was a significant interaction between Number of beans, Direction of bean movement, and BvsD, *t*(209.74) = −2.41, SE = 0.002, *p* \< 0.02. As seen in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the interaction between number of beans and direction is visually apparent for the biological stimuli, but not for the geometrical diamond stimulus. Considering the Hand stimulus alone, the interaction between Number of beans and Direction is not significant, *p* = 0.09, but there is a significant effect of Direction at 405 beans, *t*(19) = 2.28, *p* = 0.033, and nowhere else. Considering the Open Hand stimulus, the interaction is significant, *t*(102) = −2.22, SE = 0.005, *p* = 0.03, but the effect at 405 beans is not, *t*(19) = 1.80, *p* = 0.10. Finally, for the Diamond stimulus, neither the interaction nor the effect of Direction at 405 beans was significant, *p*s \> 0.44. Considering the data for just the 405 bean condition, there was a significant effect of HvsO, and importantly, a significant interaction between Direction of bean movement and BvsD, *t*(43.43) = −2.54, SE = 0.42, *p* \< 0.02. That is, the effect of Direction of movement was much larger for the biological stimuli than for the geometric stimulus.

Discussion
==========

The pattern of data corresponds closely to what is expected from the adaptation of a MM. First, the adaptation is cross-modal: blindfolded motor adaptation affects visual perception. Second, the effect is direction specific and consistent with the expected loss of efficiency associated with habituation mechanisms (e.g., Thompson and Burr, [@B30]): bean movement in the Toward direction changes the threshold so that ambiguous movement is less likely to be perceived in the Toward direction (the threshold moves so that more "toward" information is needed to perceive movement in that direction), and vice versa for Away bean movement.

Third, as expected from an adaptation mechanism, but contrary to interpretations based on task demands or expectancies, the perceptual aftereffect increases with the amount of adaptation. Nonetheless, it is surprising that there was little effect with 135 beans, especially given the effects found by Cattaneo et al. (submitted) with just 1 min of motor adaptation. We think that several factors combined to reduce statistical power. First, it is likely that any real effect at 135 beans is weak because of little opportunity for adaptation. Second, because the Direction of bean movement is manipulated between-subjects, power is lower than would be in a within-subjects design as used in Cattaneo et al. Related, there were only 15 participants in each Direction at 135 beans. Finally, the measure of the threshold is itself quite variable in part because the procedure is self-paced and hence different participants will complete the measure with different amounts of adaptation.

The fourth way in which these data suggest adaptation of a MM is that the effect is stimulus specific, namely it is strongest for perception of the biological stimuli similar to the adapted action, and not evident for the non-biological stimulus (the diamond). Note that the match between the actual action produced by the participant and the visual stimulus (e.g., a tile of hands holding small red balls) was crude, to say the least. Thus, apparently we have tapped into a MM that is more sensitive to goals than to particulars of the movement. Nonetheless, it is probably impossible to definitively attribute these effects to adaptation of a MM through behavioral means alone. Thus, as reviewed below, results from Cattaneo et al. (submitted) using TMS take on additional importance.

We did not observe a fifth hallmark of neural adaptation, namely that it is time-limited. One might expect to see a greater effect of the Direction of bean movement early in the threshold measurement than later. Unfortunately, our data are too noisy to make such a comparison definitive. In contrast, Cattaneo et al. (submitted) did observe the expected time-limited effect.

In the Cattaneo paradigm, participants used the hand to move chickpeas in a container for 60 s. Either the palm-side of the fingers were used to pull the chickpeas in a Toward direction, or the backs of the fingers were used to push the chickpeas in an Away direction. Next, participants saw a series of pictures of a hand interacting with a ball. Each picture was displayed for 500 ms, and for each picture the participant classified the movement as a push or a pull. Some of the pictures were completely ambiguous as to the implied direction, whereas other pictures provided information as to the direction (e.g., the ball was on the palm-side of the hand). TMS, presented simultaneously with picture onset, was also manipulated. In one condition, no TMS pulse was presented. In the other conditions, the TMS pulse was directed at motor cortex, premotor cortex, or was a sham pulse midway between the two.

Several results from the Cattaneo experiment are relevant. First, without a TMS pulse, there was a clear effect of direction of movement: After 60 s of pulling the chickpeas in a Toward direction, participants were less likely to classify a picture as pulling in a Toward direction; similarly, after 60 s of pushing the chickpeas Away, participants were less likely to classify a picture as pushing Away. This result is a conceptual replication of the results reported here. Second, when no TMS was used, the time-limited nature of the adaptation was evident. That is, the effect of direction of the 60 s of movement on the classification of ambiguous pictures lasted for only 30 s. Third, the effect of direction of movement was also found for the sham TMS pulse, and it was found when the pulse was directed at motor cortex. However, the effect of direction of movement was completely eliminated when the pulse was directed at premotor cortex. Given that TMS is particularly effective on adapted systems (Cattaneo et al., [@B4]), this result indicates that the motor adaptation was primarily a premotor phenomenon. This finding helps to secure the claim that the adaptation paradigm is affecting a MM. That is, in the macaque, mirror neurons are more prevalent in premotor areas than motor cortex.

A possible alternative explanation for the effects shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} is based on visual imagery. Suppose that the blindfolded participants used repeated imagery to guide their repeated bean movements. Then, visual or imaginal mechanisms might adapt, implying that the effects in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} are not cross-modal at all. A related alternative involves back-projections from motor and spatial-attention areas to visual areas. Repeated motor actions would, by these routes, stimulate visual areas, possibly producing adaptation without any form of consciously controlled visual imagery. Therefore, the adapted units need not be a motor-based MM.

These alternatives are unlikely for four reasons. First, introspection during the bean task suggests that there is no need for imagery. Second, recall that participants kept their left hands on the target container. Thus guidance of bean movement is more likely based on proprioception than visual imagery. Third, Dinstein et al. ([@B10]) report repetition suppression of the BOLD signal with both observed action and blindfolded produced action with no need for visual imagery in the later case. Fourth, these accounts are at least partially vitiated by the Cattaneo et al. (submitted) TMS data. Using TMS, Cattaneo demonstrated that the motor adaptation task affects premotor areas. Consequently, it is unlikely that the observed adaptation is solely due to visual mechanisms.

Nonetheless, it is possible that the motor adaptation also produces an effect on visual processing. Consider, for example, the Damasio and Meyer ([@B7]) interpretation of MMs. According to these authors, MMs may be similar to convergence zones that bring together activity in diverse areas of cortex. On this account, adapting a MM would also affect processing in visual areas through changes in "retro-activation" from the MM.

Our results are consistent with several other reports of human MM systems using primarily behavioral techniques that focus on adaptation (or learning). For example, Catmur et al. ([@B3]) measured muscle evoked potentials (MEPs) using TMS while participants watched a video of a hand moving either the index finger or little finger. As expected, there was a congruency effect: MEPs were largest in the observer\'s muscle corresponding to that used to move the finger in the video. Next, Catmur et al. ([@B3]) had participants practice either the congruent movement (e.g., move the index finger upon seeing the index finger move) or an incongruent movement (e.g., move the little finger upon seeing the index finger move). After training, TMS was again used to measure MEPs associated with the videos. The major result was that the incongruent training reversed the congruency effect observed in the MEPs. Whereas these results are consistent with the MM hypothesis, they do not demonstrate that the system tapped by training was used in action recognition. That is, the MEPs might index activation of motor system during action observation, but the MEPs do not indicate that the motor system plays a causal role in action recognition.

Casile and Giese ([@B2]) do show a causal effect of motor training on action recognition. In their research, blindfolded participants were asked to make novel upper body movements. Later, participants were better able to recognize point-light displays that incorporated the trained movement. Importantly, and similar to our dose--response effect of number of beans moved, Casile and Giese demonstrated that degree of learning the novel movements correlated with recognition of the point-light displays. These results are consistent with a human MM explanation. Nevertheless, because Casile and Giese do not show biological specificity (e.g., that the effect is not found for the recognition of non-biological movement) the results are not as convincing as they might be.

Our results appear to contrast with those of Casile and Giese. Casile and Giese show a facilitation effect of motor training (better recognition of a particular gait in point-light displays), whereas we show a type of inhibition (more information needed to see movement in a particular direction). A likely reason for this difference is that Casile and Giese trained their participants with novel movements for which it is unlikely that any MM had previously developed. Thus, any training is more likely to help than hinder performance. Our participants practiced a well-learned action. In this case, the practice might produce benefits, or for several reasons, the adaptation might appear to be inhibitory. For example, the repeated bean movement using a particular grip with a particular size bean and a particular direction and extent might drive the system toward a specialization for these components of the action (cf. Catmur et al., [@B3]). Then, when the MM is presented with the not-quite-identical visual stimuli in the threshold measurement task, the increased specialization hinders recognition using the MM.

The behavioral adaptation paradigm provides several benefits. As noted, causal hypotheses can be tested, specificity for recognition of biological action can be found, and there is clear evidence of physiological adaptation (the effect of number of beans). In addition, the adaptation paradigm provides a general method for studying function of MMs. For example, bean movement adaptation also affects sentence comprehension (Glenberg et al., [@B16]). In that research, following movement of 600 beans in the Toward or Away direction, participants judged the sensibility of sentences describing transfer toward the reader (e.g., "Mike gives you the pen") or away (e.g., "You give Mike the pen"). Following Toward bean movement, participants were slowed in their judgment of sentences describing transfer toward (and vice versa for Away bean movement). This finding is consistent with the claims that (a) understanding sentences describing action requires a simulation of that action using the motor system (Glenberg and Kaschak, [@B15]) and (b) this simulation taps MMs (Rizzolatti and Craighero, [@B27]). In addition, note that the direction of the effect is consistent with that in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. That is, adapting toward-action control slows understanding of descriptions of action toward the reader.

A second example of the generality of the motor adaptation procedure is provided by Sato et al. ([@B28]). Participants differentially adapted speech articulators by either pursing the lips 150 times or lifting the tongue to behind the teeth 150 times. Following adaptation, the participants identified syllables as "pa" or "ta." As measured by the signal detection parameter *beta*, lip adaptation biased classification of stimuli as "pa," whereas tongue adaptation biased classification as "ta".

The cross-modal adaptation paradigm holds promise to be extended in several directions. For example, if MMs are sensitive to social information, then observing another person move beans should adapt the observer\'s MM (see Havas et al., [@B17]). Additionally, the motor task can be modified to study the learning of MMs, changes across the lifespan, and the relation between MMs and various psychological syndromes.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the use of a behavioral technique for investigating human MMs through cross-modal adaptation. We cannot be positive that we are tapping into the same sort of MM revealed using single-cell recording. However, the technique produces data that are very close to what would be expected it that were the case, namely, a cross-modal effect that depends on the amount of adaptation and that shows some degree of biological specificity. Thus we think that this paradigm will become a useful means for investigating the causal contributions of MMs to cognition.
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